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FROM MALLARMÉ'S PURIFICATION TO KONG FU-TSE'S RECTIFICATION OF 

TERMS: PICTURES FROM AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL EXHIBITION1/ (2006, 5,500 WORDS) 

 

 

Note 2020: This paper was written as lecture for a symposium of comparatists in Firenze 2006 

entitled "The Dialects of the Tribe”, so I thought it should be multilingual.  

 

1. Some Prefacing 

 

I suppose it is not totally senseless to say that all of us in Europe are today suspended -- and we 

intellectuals should be consciously so -- between an impotent if not infuriating present and a possibly 

promising but perhaps impossible future. I shall therefore beg your leave to appear here clad as an 

advocatus diaboli who has, like Rimbaud running guns in Africa or Kafka on his deathbed, begun to 

doubt whether our most beautiful "second reality" of arts and letters either really can, or whether it 

politically (or if you prefer a wishy-washy and thus less dangerous term, morally) should, be a 

replacement for the art of living. I have objected in print against Marc Angenot's (my enemy brother's) 

slogan "Pour en finir avec la littérature," but I have become increasingly impatient of the double-

headed nature of belles lettres in our schools, which reminds me of nothing more than of Dr. 

Doolittle’s beast engagingly named Pushme-Pullyou. One head pulls you in promising high pleasure, 

a kind of sex without sweat, Baudelaire's paradis terrestres even when densely sown by flowers of 

evil, such as those of his beloved Poe. The other head buts you away from the low everyday reality 

of our bodily sufferings and civilizational indignities, from blood sweat and tears. "Vivre? -- nos 

lacquais le ferons pour nous," noted the witty comte de Saint-Simon. Alas for us, we have no more 

lackeys but only elettrodomestici (home appliances); or at best an unsatisfactory part-time 

housekeeper Alas poor Haraway, where are your cyborgs of yore? Gone with the wind, or with the 

lendemains qui chantant (singing or radiant futures).  

 I propose therefore to do here what Nietzsche slyly called hinterfragen. It is a term lacking in 

my trusty old Schöffler-Weis Comprehensive German and English Dictionary of 1963, but it is 

present in the  Langenscheidts Grosswörterbuch of 1993, laudably subtitled—the dictionary makers 

having during those 30 years seen a few million Gastarbeiter-strangers and heard perhaps not only 

of Nietzsche but also of Brecht's Verfremdung or estrangement -- Deutsch als Fremdsprache. This 

self-proclaimed mega-dictionary (strangely enough, not thicker than my modest Schöffler-Weis), 

which was donated to me by the munificent Humboldt Foundation, glosses hinterfragen as "prüfen 

warum etwas so ist, wie es ist, oder was es bedeutet" -- "to examine why something is the way it is, 

or what does it mean." This is of course a nice description of good old philosophical amazement, and 

not to go back to the Buddha or Plato let me only note that Viktor Shklovsky (surely by now the 

patron saint of us philologists) identified this, as a true German Idealist,  as the essence of all poetry 

or indeed of what his friend Romka Jakobson will call literaturnost', literariness. Poetry is what makes 

the stone stony, it gives us new eyes to see things, which of course means new (or let's be somewhat 

modest in our claims: partly new, a little bit new) brains. Once having bitten into this Adamic or 

Newtonian apple, one is corrupted: Brecht's Galileo complains thinking is like the scabies, he just 

cannot get rid of it. Nor can I, and in fact I must confess to you that even if, on the whole, writing 

about (but not reading!) belles lettres has lost its charms for me, philology has not: the deb has grown 

old, but the dueña is revealing unexpected mature charms.  

 Thus even as I bid goodbye to literaricity, I shall take the dueña's hand to lead me in the 

labyrinth of texts revealing and inflecting contexts and subtexts, not to mention hypotexts. For 

Nietzsche's hinterfragen is not only the mark of a professor of classics but also of a poet who listened 

to the terms of language. Literally it means "to ask from behind", to look at an entity's backside so to 

speak, not at the official façade, to observe the king not on the parade stand but in the place to which, 
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as a proverb has it, even he must walk on foot, where his corporeality can no longer be covered by 

pomp and circumstance, and his soul, if any, is presumably far away holding its refined nose. It 

reminds me of a famous science-fiction story of the 1940s where the first expedition to fly behind the 

Moon finds it is a concave attrappe, propped up from behind like a roadside billboard. A Buddhist 

illusion as seen by an American interstate car driver.  

 To see something from behind, you must take at least one big enough step backward (or your 

nose will butt against your object and your eyes will cross). Allow me thus, in the interest of 

propaganda for Europe and for literature, not to talk about either but to talk, while using insights that 

go from Shklovsky and Auerbach to, say, Raymond Williams's Keywords or to semiotics,  about a 

few non-literary terms. The terms, the keywords locking and unlocking our works and days, are 

conflict and power, and  we use them when we want to examine why our Lebenswelt – the world in 

which among other matters we read, write, and teach when we can find a room and a day of one's 

own -- is the way it is, or what might some of its neuralgic aspects mean. As Shylock protested, "if 

you prick me, won't I bleed?" My narrative will thus leave this Proemium to enter first the Inferno of 

our realities and then (being the optimist narrative of a pensiero medio forte) ascend through 

Purgatory to perhaps even a glimpse of revelation, Benjamin's straight gate at which the Messiah 

might any moment knock -- or not (cf. Suvin, "Arrested").  

 Whoa, just a moment! Don't I need stronger godfathers than your kind tolerance of an 

advocatus diaboli at this canonization process of Europe and its literature-slash-s? A Preface is a fly-

swatter, a bid for funding or a lightning-rod, said Lichtenberg already during his blessed 

Enlightenment: let the authorities see that I can quote some authorities at them. My authority will be 

twofold. First, from our Call for papers: "Every word we say in the different languages... has a 

history...[, it] reflects a centuries-old historical experience, and in every word we pronounce there is... 

an unfathomable, dizzying dimension..."; and Mario Domenichelli even rightly asked us what dangers 

are there in "the formation of myths and fictions in the era of the construction of a collective identity?" 

Second, my authority will be a brief trajectory betwen Mallarmé's purification and Kung's 

rectification of terms. Finally, I shall proceed to examine the notion of conflict in feedback with 

another non-European practice, that of Nô theatre. 

 

 

2. Master Kung's Rectification of Terms and Civil Order 

 

I fear I'm incapable of doing what our conference asks me, to disentangle the thickets of 

Mallarmé's sonnet "Le Tombeau d'Edgar Poe," short of at least a mini-course. After all, without 

Mallarmé there'd have most probably been no Deconstruction. I'm further afraid I have reluctantly 

concluded that his huge poetic talents, evident in such gems as "Brise marine," are matched by an 

epistemological barrier life erected in him: his equation of the welcome revulsion from the vulgar 

(bourgeoisie or populace, it's never clear) with revulsion from clarity or understandable syntax. Thus 

I shall merely note "The Tomb of Poe" is one of five sonnets on his artistic paragons, from Baudelaire 

to Wagner, which together spell out a kind of esoteric ars poetica. In one of his deservedly famous 

isolated tags, which we have almost taken as our heading, the poet as angel is heard "Donner un sens 

plus pur aux mots de la tribu" (giving a purer meaning to the words pof the tribe). However, I don't 

see that Mallarmé has put this slogan into practice more than any other poet. To the contrary, his 

slogan was from the beginning "arriver de la phrase à la lettre par le mot" (to come from the sentence 

to the letter by way of word, Oeuvres I: 508). This stress on the "lettre," i.e. sound, led to frequent 

curtailment of the key words' everyday meanings, which seems to me opposed to Dante's (maybe 

even to T.S. Eliot's) volgare illustre, and if I have to decide between Mallarmé and Dante, my choice 

is clear. Therefore, I wish to background this "purification of words' meaning," which means ridding 
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them of the dirt of everyday use, and proceed with Kung Fu-tse's purification of key terms needed for 

the survival of the political community.  

As opposed to Mallarmé's poet-angel, Master Kung refused to talk about spirits and other 

heavenly entities except the Tien or Sky. (The second part of his usual appellative, fu-dzö seems best 

translated as Master or Teacher -- at a time, which we can only admire, when our co-professionals 

were revered, and even administered provinces or duchies; they also got exiled and killed, but this 

has been the lot of truth speakers at all times). Here is my version, which mainly adapts the somewhat 

too sweeping reworking by Endres 2000, of the Master's passage about "The Rectification of Terms" 

from The Analects (Lun Yu, Book 13, Verse 3). Asked what would be his first priority if summoned 

to administer a State, Confucius replied: 

 

    The most important thing 

     is to rectify the terms. 

    - - - - -  

    If we don't use the corrected terms,  

          we live public lies.  

     If we live public lies,  

          the political system is a sham.  

 

    When the political system is a sham,  

          civil order and refinement deteriorate.  

     When civil order and refinement deteriorate,  

          injustice multiplies.  

      When injustice multiplies,  

          people no longer know how to behave. 

 

    So the Sage considers it necessary that appropriate terms be used, 

           and that this use may be followed through with appropriate deeds. 

 

    The Sage's words may not be incorrect.  

 

Since "rectifying" is a Latinate version of "setting straight," the epistemology behind this seemingly 

innocent semantic game plays on "incorrect," which is perhaps a venial error, vs. "crooked," which is 

a disturbance of the cognitive-cum-political order:  

 

Chi Kang [who had usurped the realm, DS] asked Confucius how to rule. 

Confucius answered: "To rule is to set straight. If we give an upright lead, sir, who will 

dare walk crooked?" (translation in Harvard ) 

 

In the tradition ascribed to Confucius, which has been a mainstay of Chinese literature for over two 

and a half millennia, poetic justice of a very earthy, un-tragic kind is paramount. No Chinese wall 

existed between verse and prose, while historiography ranked just below the teaching of Classics 

(such a Master Kung himself) and above philosophy and fictional narrative. To use Gramsci, this was 

an organic literacy. 

A European, critical rather than organic instance of a converging stance is Machiavelli's plain 

speaking, evident in such a very Confucian title of his as his little 1503 tractate Descrizione del modo 

tenuto dal duca Valentino nello ammazzare [underline DS]Vitellozzo Vitelli, Oliverotto da Fermo, il 

signor Pagolo e il duca di Gravina Orsini (Description of How the Duke of Valentino Had Vitelli, 
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Fermo, Pagolo and Duke Gravina Orsini Assassinated). So we from Europe today have to ask:  how 

does this Confucian optimism compare with present-day, often diametrically opposed necessities?  

 

 

3. Rectifying the Term "Power": An Epistemology of Inequality  

 

I shall jump in medias res and talk about Power as human agency that represses and/or promotes 

given types of human relationships by means of force or coercion. Orthodox Foucauldians might wish 

to include here anything down to the nanopolitics of a mother scolding her child, but I shall confine 

myself to the attempt at understanding some central aspects of politics codetermining the actions of 

large human classes within or between States, in the polity or civitas. The two earliest mention of 

Power in the Oxford English Dictionary, around 1300 C.E., latch on to what I discuss elsewhere about 

Force/Strength (Suvin, "Terms") by speaking either of “a body of armed men, a fighting force,” as is 

still operative in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: "Brutus and Cassius are levying power" (IV.i); or by 

speaking, centrally, of a transitive control or command over other people and lands implying force, 

as in the later Tempest: "Thy father was...a Prince of power" (I.ii).  Various transfers to inanimate and 

especially legal meanings, and to single or plural agents then ensue (rulers are “The Powers That Be” 

in translations of Romans 13.1 and down to Kipling, after which Weberian "Power Elite" replaces 

Paul). Power as a generalized “ability to effect something, or to act upon a person or thing,” 

extrapolated away from politics, seems to develop only around Locke’s time.  

In German, Macht developed from the original meaning of  force and strength to superior 

force or power that allows one to accomplish something . Its second original meaning was armed 

might (vires), so that it finally stabilized mainly in the meaning of Power and resources for it, but 

never too far from Force or indeed the force of arms: thence the modern meaning of Macht as the 

State "insofar as it can use its warlike reputation," with less cant than in English. More generally, 

Macht refers to religious or political domination over our lives, often in plural -- as "die oberen 

Mächte" (the upper powers) in Schiller's Robbers (V.2). This is easily transferrable to non-human 

subjects: the biblical "power of darkness", the romantic power of love.  

Beyond control over people and resources or believable command, Power in politics also 

contains the element of what Marx called exploitation, Weber domination, and Foucault subjugation, 

of enforcing societally significant actions and relationships. While not reducible either to 

Force/Strength or Violence, Power stands between them. Therefore my proposed rectification of this 

term would go: power is societally significant human agency that involves coercion to enforce 

(repress and/or promote) given types of asymmetrical relationships between people. This does not 

deny the possibility of other means of enforcement, such as persuasion or economics, but it makes of 

force both their ultima ratio and the background threat without which they might not work. While I 

don’t present this as an ideally perfect definition, it is enough for a working hypothesis, ranging from 

limited mafia gangs to empires and the International Monetary Fund. It is also enough to exclude a 

mother holding her child by force for an injection, or a consensual sado-maso relationship.  

At this point, it would be possible to go into further details. For example: to specify further 

the agential groups participating in power relations -- say as the top rulers and their  clientele, the 

subjugated, and the in-betweens -- and to suggest a general historical typology of how power 

develops, broadens, and becomes more efficient or capillary from tribal to State societies; to discuss 

the types of sanctions used by those in power to get their way (carrot or stick) and their magnitude, 

ranging upward to death and dishonour  (the “power of life and death”). And it is today necessary to 

stress with Wright Mills that “No one... can be truly powerful unless he has access to the command 

of major institutions...,” and that what he in the 1950s memorably identified as the power elite is now 

“in command... of instruments of rule quite unsurpassed in the history of mankind. And we are not 
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yet at the climax of their development.” (9 and 23) This means that the types of institutions -- military, 

economic, legal... -- and how they exercize power becomes crucial.  

 

 

4. Is Conflict a Cosmic Principle?: Conflict vs. Revelation 

 

I propose to approach disentangling the concept of conflict, and to test it by reference to some aspects 

of the Japanese Nô plays as an exemplum that foregrounds modes present also in other literary and 

semiotic genres. My starting point are the definitions of conflict by the Oxford English Dictionary 

and Nietzsche. The OED's primary definition is "fighting, contending with arms," all other meanings 

being secondary, "transferred or figurative," in particular "the clashing or variance of opposed 

principles, statements, arguments, etc." (313/ 731). Nietzsche delimits Kampf (struggle) as opposed 

wills and ideals (131). In brief, both the Latin root in confligere (a shock, a striking together) and the 

main cluster of meanings is best exemplified by opposing armies. This concept haunts European 

philosophy at least since Heraclitus, and it is canonized in the founding Christian opposition of God 

to Devil. As of the 19th Century, conflict within an individual also comes to the fore, and finally a 

distributive yet individualistically adversary "me only" egotism. The ideal horizon to which conflict 

tends is the victory of one side.  

Yet in "cold" societies changing only slowly, such as medieval Japan, the generally accepted 

framework of the community and its values may gain an overriding and paradigmatically undoubted 

precedence over any particulars, even if this is in practice hypocritically violated. Thus, for both 

historical and semiotic reasons, my thesis is that conflict is only the adversarial or antagonistic form 

of opposition, confrontation or CONTRAST (difference): in a first approximation, conflict could be 

thought of as personalized and simultaneous contrast of incompatible wills and/or values.  

True, the concept of adversariness is deeply embedded in the major and powerful current of 

societal action and justification codified in the monotheistic (God vs. Devil, scapegoating) structures 

of all Euro-American social practices, including cultural institutions and speech genres. As Barthes 

remarked, precisely in a contrast to Japanese culture, "Antithesis is a privileged figure of our 

[bourgeois] culture.... [T]hese contraries...[regulate] our whole morality of discourse" (171). Yet 

abstracting any process into antitheses or contraries can only be done by strong simplification. In 

particular, any "formal simplification of complex and often traditional situations into simple winning 

or losing" introduces a "zero-sum logic" particularly well suited to capitalism (Jameson, "Soseki" 

132), and to its games -- football or poker.  In "a society in which conflict of interest is the principium 

individuationis" (Marcuse 111), this adversariness crystallizes as competition between billiard-ball 

individual entities (physical and legal persons, nation-states, etc.), lauded as the principal social and 

psychical engine of progress. All seekers after profit are pitted into a ceaseless struggle with workers 

and with other capitalists, and see such a struggle as predetermined, even biologically innate, rather 

than contingent.  

However, it seems clear that conflict as predetermined adversariness is no more than one 

possibility of philosophical stance, literary plots, and human behaviour. It is incorrect, for example, 

to classify as adversary the Socratic method, which is based upon convincing Socrates' -- no doubt 

easily persuaded -- dialogic partner that his opinions are wrong (Moulton 156-57). The convincing or 

converting the opponent amounts to a radical change of his former views and horizons, their 

subsumption under those of Socrates. Perhaps we could follow Ricoeur's contention that we may see 

hermeneutics today as polarized between the "recollection of meaning" and the "exercise of 

suspicion". The former is the manifestation of a meaning, a revelation and proclamation. The latter is 

Marx's, Nietzsche's, and Freud's hermeneutics of "demystification, ...a reduction of illusion" (27). 

What is the confrontation or opposition (and thus secondarily conflict) like in the first case?  
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I have argued at length in my book Lessons of Japan that Deity Nô has no trace of conflict of 

individual wills and even less of opposed values. It simply tells a story  enacting the waki-role's -- 

and the audience's -- advance from ignorance to knowledge, from blindness to enlightenment: a 

trajectory characteristic for epochs of practically absolute, and thus notionally and discursively 

unchallengeable, norms such as partly the European and even more so the Japanese Middle Ages (in 

sua voluntade è nostra pace,  as Dante formulated it).  Zeami's magnificent opus, quite able to stand 

the parallel with Shakespeare, testifies that he took for granted there could be plays based on conflict. 

But parallel to this, there could also, with equal right, exist whole groups of plays based on revelation, 

which subsumes and overrides secondary conflicts (if we can still call them so). An excellent example 

of such subsumption is the usual Deity-Nô tension between the waki-role's initial misunderstanding 

of the situation and of the shite-role's identity, and the waki-role's final arrival at understanding. All 

arguments soon subside in mutual agreement, an enlightenment into the overriding value-horizon.  

Thus, we should in certain specified cases recognize the legitimacy of revelation and 

celebration. Is that compatible with the heritage, which I do not wish to lose, of the Marxist lesson of 

class struggles, or with Nietzsche's and Freud's lessons of hypocrisy as the inevitable basis of all 

ruling-class pieties? There are both possible pitfalls and cognitive increments here: denial of conflict 

is often crass ideological obfuscation of union sacrée (a sacred unity) by the rulers. But if celebration 

has often been staged by the Powers-That-Be for conservative purposes, celebrating a deviant Novum 

is equally possible. And nobody (in particular no social group) can or does exist by denial only. Any 

functioning society is a contradictory unity of class struggle and community, of the hermeneutics of 

negative suspicion and positive build-up of meaning -- what Gramsci analyzed as a hegemony. I find 

revelation simply too important to be conceded to the rulers and their ideologists. Bloch's Principle 

of Hope, Benjamin's fragments of messianic time, Bakhtin's notion of plebeian carnival, the Left 

Existentialists' promesse de bonheur (promise of happiness), Jameson's utopia as complementary to 

ideology (Political 286-92), as well as the tradition of celebrating (say) the First of May or Eighth of 

March or Twentyfifth of April would be my allies here.  

My conclusion is that all structural dominants of narrations exfoliate in function of their 

overriding epistemological framework. It does not have to be notionally formulated, but it always 

reposes on a "structure of feeling" (Williams, Marxism). In that sense, Kamakura-period Japan had a 

deeply hegemonic epistemic regime in which it was difficult to make those qualitative distinctions 

indispensable for conflict. In such an epoch, whose absolute ethics are usually justified by an absolute 

cosmology, oppositions tend to be (at least perceived as) metonymic, as of part to whole, and they 

tend to be resolved by supersession. In revelation, the opposition or contrast is defined not as a conflict 

of individual wills and ideals but as a confrontation with life and world from the vantage point of 

absolute judgment -- of divine knowledge, or in Beckett of atheist Limbo. Revelation does not deal 

in the sensationalist emotions and morality of the sympathetic protagonist vs. inferior antagonist but 

in the epistemology of who sees or understands more. The "adversary" is not evil but delusion, the 

solution is not in victorious individualist will -- indeed, that will is the problem -- but in increasing 

insight into generally valid laws..2/ 

No doubt, once the spectators left the performance, the esthetic revelation could be seen as 

functionally tied to claims of sacredness permitting access to very conflictual positions of political 

power; the history of Japanese Buddhist sects and performance genres is full of such 

functionalizations. Of Weber's two bases for charismatic rule, "revelation and the sword" (435), the 

second one is occulted in such claims. But it could also be argued -- and I would -- that esthetic 

revelation kept alive the promise of happiness.  

***** 

Please accept the foregoing as a little contribution to a purification and rectification of terms that 

might be useful for most pursuits of our tribe -- whatever our dialects.  
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Glossary 

 

pensiero medio forte = lit. semi-strong thought, satirical reference to Italian Po-Mo slogan of “weak 

thought.” 

in sua voluntade è nostra pace = in His will is our peace, Dante 

 

 

Notes  

 

 

1/ I am grateful to Mario Domenichelli for inviting me to this sumposium; also to Dr. Sara Sullam 

for the reminder in her Firenze paper about Mallarmé's poetic program which I cite, and which she 

would interpret much more enthusiastically.  

 

2/ Some startling consequences of this stance about conflict are detailed on the example of stage 

stories (plays for performance) in the following Addendum "The Epistemic Framework of Stage 

Stories and Conflict," taken over from Suvin, Lessons. The middling positions of Brecht and 

Beaumarchais means they richly participate both of societal frame and individual case 

 

 

ADDENDUM: THE EPISTEMIC FRAMEWORK OF STAGE STORIES AND CONFLICT  

 

 

1/ PREDETERMINED (ONTOLOGICAL) FRAME ("cold" societies): conflict absent or secondary 

 

UNKNOWN: anxiety or resignation 

 

REVEALED:     & accepted                                & rejected  

               (+)                (-) 

   Nô, Mysteries      Beckett                          classical tragedy 

 

 

2/ CONTINGENT (POLITICAL) FRAME ("hot" societies): conflict dominant 

 

SUCCESSFUL CHANGE:     of frame                         of individual case  

                          Mayakovsky, Mystery Bouffe             individualist comedy 

         Beaumarchais 

 

UNSUCCESSFUL CHANGE:   of frame                of individual case  

               "revolutionary tragedy"                     drame sérieux  

              Brecht, Life of Galileo 

====================================================================== 

 

This table distinguishes the two main possibilities of determinism vs. contingency. Within 

determinism, the poetics of revelation can be systematized into a positive, joyful or uplifting pole 

(celebration, as in Deity Nô) and a negative, dark or closed pole (desolation, as in Beckett), both of 

which differ strongly from the poetics of conflict or critique. The Attic tragedy effects a very strange, 

rich and shifting, fusion of revelation and critique: it may have begun in dithyrambic celebration, but 

even in the early Aeschylus, whose trilogies end on a redeeming note, the predetermined nature of 
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Destiny weighs heavily on the protagonists, more sinned against than sinning. In Aristophanes and 

Sophocles Destiny grows either ridiculous or malevolent, and in most Euripides we are frankly in 

conflictual contingency.  

If the human condition is taken to be contingent, that is, modifiable, efforts to modify it are 

mandatory. Strictly speaking, it is only in this case that an ethical discussion can be meaningful. This 

is the case with the horizons of bourgeois individualism, together with the socialist reaction against 

individualism. Within such horizons, a successful change of the frame as a whole is only believable 

in the rare moments of ascending revolution, as in Mayakovsky's Mystery Bouffe or Brecht's 

Caucasian Chalk Circle and He Who Says No. A successful change of an individual fortune, on the 

contrary, is the staple of all individualist comedy from Shakespeare to the farce. If the effort to change 

a situation that is in principle contingent has failed, the unsuccessful change may again relate to the 

societal frame or to individual (but exemplary) protagonists. In the first case, we have what may be 

called a revolutionary tragedy (see Williams, Modern), such as Brecht's Mother or Vishnevsky's 

Optimistic Tragedy. The second case, the failure of the protagonist, is represented in the long 

bourgeois tradition of the drame sérieux culminating in the middle Ibsen.  

No doubt, here too all kinds of recombinations may be found: e.g., Beaumarchais's Figaro 

plays combine individualist comedy with a sense of caducity of the contingent feudal frame, whereas 

Brecht's Life of Galileo melds in the protagonist both individualist and societal failure. Even the 

Christian Mystery-plays, based on revelation, are infiltrated by the monotheistic conflict of Good 

and Evil, and thus a less pure case than Japanese Nô and Hellenic tragedy.   

I do not present this as a full explanation of world dramaturgy. But a general consequence 

may be drawn: that individualist conflict is by no means the only way, nor perhaps even -- historically 

and typologically -- the central way, of making sense of stage narrations. Zeami's triumphant and 

indisputable success in the creation of both Deity and Warrior Nô amounts to proving that there can 

be great and fully valid plays organized around an initiation into a true awareness of something. This 

is a mainstay of most lyrical poetry: but the Japanese have invented a technique for producing this 

effect in a play.  What we necessarily must have for a stage story and plot pattern is a development 

which moves from an initial state to a CONTRASTING final state, and which is sufficiently 

interesting to keep the play's patrons in their seats during the story. A stage story must have an agent 

confronted with social (and cosmic) time-horizons; it then may, but does not necessarily have to, 

have a collision with other personalized agents: contrasts within and with the world will suffice. I do 

not see why for an audience with pre-individualist or non-Christian presuppositions this could not 

be, e.g., a progression from the darkness of life's passions to the light of ataraxic enlightenment.   

All this may help us to see that, in keeping with its exclusive nature in all practices it invades, 

the monotheistic (especially Christian) and bourgeois adversary logic in story-telling -- theatrical or 

written -- ruthlessly displaces older forms of diachronic tension. The chief such form seems to be 

what Fredric Jameson calls "the mystery, the withholding, the expectation of the secret or revelation 

(what Barthes called the 'hermeneutic code' in S/Z)" ("Soseki" 135; significantly, Jameson too arrived 

at these formulations in an essay on Japanese vs. Western writing). 

My argument would be much strengthened if we shifted the focus to what actually happens 

in any theatre. It functions as two concentric circles. Whatever unfolds on the inner circle of the  

stage, the outer circle that includes the stage-audience traffic is a frame of a deeply collaborative kind 

-- both among the stage ensemble (actors and all other stage people) and in the tacit dialogue between 

the stage and audience ensembles that in fact constitutes the story told and its Possible World (cf. 

Suvin, "Performance"). However conflictual what is told may be (or not be), the telling is co-

operative and indeed revelatory. And even when it reveals desolation, the fact of its esthetic framing 

and control is celebratory: crying out for happiness. The theatrical encounter has an inalienable 

utopian element: a landscape of sheer immanent presence with a horizon of meaning.  
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Thus, individualist conflict as the only, God-given necessity is an ideological prejudgement 

at odds with experience. But obversely, celebration -- the positive or uplifting revelation -- is 

believable (rather than fake ideology, as shared by much Hollywood and Zhdanov) only in periods 

of long-standing consensus on indisputable societal horizons and values. In our reified and 

oppressive age of Fichte's "perfectly sinful society" or Weber's "disenchantment," hermeneutics of 

suspicion are deeply justified: annunciation rather than denunciation is possible only as a rare 

exception (cf. Moylan).  Attempts at celebrating fake common interests, e.g. of a company or a 

nation, if not of "western civilization," only achieve what Hegel called a "dead unity"; a "negative" 

dialectics is to be favoured at such historical periods of decay. 
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